Capture of CO and NO by blood requires molecules to travel by diffusion from alveolar gas to haemoglobin molecules inside RBCs and then to react. One can attach to these processes two times, a time for diffusion and a time for reaction. This reaction time is known from chemical kinetics and, therefore, constitutes a unique physical clock. This paper presents a time-based bottom-up theory that yields a simple expression for DL CO and DL NO that produces quantitative predictions which compare successfully with experiments. Specifically, when this new approach is applied to DL CO experiments, it can be used to determine the value of the characteristic diffusion time, and the value of capillary volume (Vc). The new theory also provides a simple explanation for still unexplained correlations such as the observed proportionality between the so-called membrane conductance DM and Vc of Roughton and Forster's interpretation. This new theory indicates that DL CO should be proportional to the haematocrit as found in several experiments.
Introduction
Amongst the various tools used to understand human respiration and its pathologic perturbations, the measurement of carbon monoxide (CO) and nitric oxide (NO) absorption has a long history, initiated in 1915 by Marie Krogh for CO and followed in 1987 by Guénard et al. for NO. Hughes and Bates (2003) have given a good historical background for the development of these diagnostic tools. More recently, there has been growing interest and use of NO (Checchia et al., 2012 and references therein) as a vasodilator and CO (Motterlini and Otterbein, 2010 and references therein) as a possible anti-inflammatory agent. Thus, an understanding of absorption of these gases is also important from a pharmaceutical perspective.
Gas trapping by blood occurs in successive steps (1) dissolution, (2) diffusion through the membrane and plasma to reach the surface of red blood cells (RBCs), (3) transmission across the thin RBC membrane, (4) diffusion within the RBC, and finally (5) trapping by haemoglobin molecules. The scheme used to interpret these measures has been introduced by Roughton and Forster (1957) (hereafter RF). These authors attributed two steady state regime resistances in series, the first for steps 1 and 2, and the second for steps 3-5. Their interpretation remains the standard in this field.
Recently a time-based calculation of oxygen capture has allowed one to understand quantitatively the complex interaction between, on the one hand, the oxygen convection-diffusion-permeation processes in the breathing acinus, and on the second hand, the local dynamics of oxygen trapping in the capillaries (Kang et al., 2015) . In this reference the method has been applied to CO and NO capture but it needed parameters that cannot be deduced directly from experiments.
This paper presents a conceptually simple description of the capture of CO and NO which occurs in a very different timing than oxygen capture. The reason lies, first, in the different reaction rates between haemoglobin (Hb) molecules and these species (Cassoly and Gibson, 1975; Olson et al., 2003; Chakraborty et al., 2004) and, second, in the smaller concentrations that are used to measure DL CO and DL NO : the fraction of the CO concentration in inspired gas is of order 0.28% and 40 ppm for NO (Hughes and van der Lee, 2013) . Whiteley (2006) and Kang et al. (2015) have shown that oxygen saturation occurs in about 50 to 100 ms in agreement with experimental observations by Tabuchi et al. (2013) . This implies that, during the great majority of the capillary time, blood is in equilibrium with oxygen at constant saturation for normal respiration. This fact simplifies the understanding of CO or NO capture.
But, even in a single breath measurement, these capture phenomena are very complex because they depend on several factors that cannot be measured such as, for instance, the varying morphology of RBCs during their capillary paths. In order to obtain a simple picture, one has to reduce the problem to its basic ingredients. In Fig. 1 , as schematised by West (2008) , the complexity of the physical problem is reduced to the coupled role of a "diffusion time" and a "reaction time". For a molecule to be absorbed, it has to diffuse to reach haemoglobin molecules, and then it has to react. So the time for capture of a species is the sum of a diffusion time ı and of a reaction time . This time-dependent (hereafter TD) scheme contains the reaction time between CO and haemoglobin, a time that constitutes a universal clock depending only on the chemical kinetics.
List of symbols
The capture process is illustrated in Fig. 1 . A few diffusion paths arising from the internal face of the alveolar-capillary interface are schematised in the top. It is a general property of diffusion that the probability for a particle to start from a given location at some time t to reach another position at time t is not a number but a function of time and distance called the diffusion propagator. However, if one considers a small volume element dV i inside a RBC being small, it can be considered as equi-concentration. Then, the steady state diffusing flux from the gas to dV i is well-defined though it cannot be computed simply due to the complex shapes of both the alveolarcapillary membrane and the RBCs. The flux d˚i from the alveolar gas to a small volume element dV i at a location i in the RBC can always be written, Fig. 1 . Schematic representation of the time-dependent (TD) capture process. Top: the gas concentration Cg drops through extremely rapid dissolution to ␣Cg on the internal face of the alveolar-capillary interface (␣ is the gas to liquid partition ratio). Then the molecules starting anywhere on this internal interface perform individual Brownian diffusion through the membrane and plasma and into the RBC cytoplasm to reach the Hb molecules and finally react. This is represented by the blue and green random trajectories. Bottom: the global flux from the gas to a small volume element inside the red blood cell takes a time ı i that depends on its location inside the RBC. This takes, on average, a time ıEq of order of 1 ms. Inside RBC the molecules react with Hb molecules in a time which is also of order 1 ms. The difficulty of the problem lies in the fact that one has to cope with three phenomena that have comparable characteristic times: diffusion to the RBC, diffusion inside the RBC and reaction with Hb. (For interpretation of the references to color in the text, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
where C i is the concentration in the volume element i. Eq. (1) defines a local diffusion time ı i which is illustrated in Fig. 1 bottom by the blue lines that do not represent molecule trajectories. In the RF theory, it is the periphery of the red blood cells, (the red curve in Fig. 1 ) that is assumed implicitly to be at uniform concentration. In the following, we get rid of that arbitrary hypothesis and show that CO and NO capture can be understood quantitatively more simply.
Methods
In usual circumstances, blood is close to oxygen saturation as mentioned in the Introduction. Then, we can assume that 3/4 of the Hb molecules have already trapped 3O 2 molecules and the CO capture can be considered as a bi-molecular process between CO and the available Hb(O 2 ) 3 molecules in concentration C Hb(O 2 ) 3 . The reactive flux in the element dV i can then be written as (1957) and Borland and Higenbottam (1989) . The letters correspond to individuals. The black curve is the best fit of Eq. (13) 
In the last fraction C Hb should really be C Hb(O 2 ) 4 but because blood is close to saturation, they differ by only a few percent. Using Eq. (3) with k 4 = 157 s −1 (Chakraborty et al., 2004) , k 4 /l = 2.8 (Gibson, 1959) , C Hb = 3.0 × 10 18 cm −3 and C O 2 = 8.4 × 10 16 cm −3 one obtains CO = 0.5 ms for an oxygen partial pressure P O 2 = 100 mm Hg. Then, CO (P O 2 ) can be written as a linear function of P O 2 :
Note that this P O 2 dependency shows that CO varies with altitude. In a steady state, the diffusive flux d˚i equals the reactive flux in the element dV i
yielding,
The capture by a single RBC is the sum of the elementary fluxes:
This sum depends on both the shapes of the gas alveolar-capillary interface and of the RBCs which may vary along the capillary paths.
In this situation the choice, here, is to introduce an equivalent diffusion time ı Eq defined by
where ı Eq , which cannot be computed due to reasons mentioned above, has to be determined from experiments. Then, the flux ˚R BC (number of molecules per unit time) from the alveolar space to the red blood cell is written as
This approximation constitutes a simplification of the problem complexity. For example, each RBC has its own local haematocrit environment with a possible clustering during capillary transport (McWhirter et al., 2009 ). In addition, the thickness of membraneplasma layer is very irregular (Weibel, 1984) . For all these reasons it is impossible to give a precise value for the time ı Eq that has to be considered as an empirical quantity determined from experiment. Assuming that the contributions of each RBC to capture can be summed, the number n(t) of molecules captured per unit time in the volume of the RBCs in diffusive contact with the gas is:
where N RBC is the number of RBCs in the capillary volume Vc, and Hct is the haematocrit. In the following, we will see that the Vc measured in the same experiment but interpreted by the TD frame differs from the Vc values deduced from the RF interpretation. For this reason, we have to now call Vc TD and Vc RF , the Vc values resulting from these different interpretations. Then, the rate of change of the gas concentration in the alveolar volume V A is
and C g (t) follows an exponential decay, C g (t) = C g,t = 0 × exp(−kt) with a rate constant k:
This equation has a simple semi-quantitative interpretation. For a deep inspiration, V A is of order TLC. The quantity ((Vc TD × Hct)/TLC) is dimensionless and it represents the RBCs volume in the capillaries per unit lung volume. The capture rate k is then microscopically controlled by the time constant (ı Eq + )/␣ increased by the ratio TLC/(Vc TD × Hct). It has been discussed in Foucquier et al. (2013) why the steady state regime time constant ı Eq /␣ is different from the transitory time ı Eq . For CO with ␣ CO = 0.018 (Cotes et al., 2006) and ı Eq,CO of order 1 ms, ı Eq,CO /␣ CO is of order 56 ms. And it should be multiplied by a factor TLC/(Vc TD × Hct) of order 100 to reach the seconds time scale experimentally observed for CO (or NO) capture.
In order to avoid confusion, the TD results are called L CO instead of DL CO and L NO instead of DL NO . They are obtained by multiplying the rate constant k by V A so that:
The above equations for L CO are written in physical units (ml/s). The transposition to ordinary physiological units is L CO (ml STP /min/mmHg) = (60/760) L CO (ml/s).
Results: capture of CO, L CO and DL CO and experimental comparison
In this section, these equations are used to explain quantitatively the measured dependence of L CO on P O 2 and to deduce from experiment the value of ı Eq,CO . The original experimental data from Forster et al. (1957) and Borland and Higenbottam (1989) are recalled in Fig. 2 .
Although these data are strongly dispersed, the general trend confirms that L CO is inversely proportional to CO of Eq. (4). Then one can question the reason for the data dispersion. From the new point of view, the dispersion in L CO measurements might be attributed to the variability in Vc TD × Hct between individuals. If Vc TD × Hct changes between individuals, L CO extrapolated at P O 2 = 0, which corresponds to very small CO , changes accordingly:
Thus, if we write, for each individual, the ratio L CO (Ext.P O 2 = 0) divided by L CO (P O 2 ), it takes a simple form:
This rescaling relation is important because the capillary volume and the haematocrit, different for different individual, have cancelled out. Note that, in the RF interpretation, L CO (Ext.P O 2 = 0) is considered to be DM CO . Here, the somewhat awkward notation L CO (Ext.P O 2 = 0) is conserved to underline that this quantity has never been measured directly but is determined experimentally through the type of extrapolation suggested by RF. One can then plot the above ratio for the different individuals where L CO (Ext.P O 2 = 0) for each individual is sought through extrapolation. The result is shown in Fig. 3 .
A striking reduction of the dispersion is observed with the coefficient of determination R 2 increased from 0.450 to 0.963. This proves that the initial dispersion of the Forster et al. experiments was related to differences between individual values of Vc TD × Hct. For example: the ratio of order 2 between individuals WAB and RF in the raw data of Fig. 2 is reduced to about 1.2 in the rescaled results of Fig. 3 . The above scaling comparison involves only experimental results and no adjustable parameters. Note also that the cancellation Table 1 Comparison of LCO/V A (for different V A ) before and after haemodilution. Number of individuals is 7 after Le Merre et al. (1996) . Standard prediction based on RF is computed by using the relation in MacIntyre et al. (2005 of Vc TD × Hct eliminates the differences between sexes of both Vc and Hct. The best linear fit (black line in Fig. 3 ) of these measurements with Eq. (15) yields
which gives ı Eq,CO = 1.61 ms from CO = 0.5 ms at P O 2 = 100 mmHg. This is of the order of magnitude of results computed by FEM calculations described in Appendix B. This value can then be used in Eq. (13) to extract the value of Vc TD × Hct for each individual or, on average, for the group studied by Forster et al. From the best curve fit of Eq. (13) shown in Fig. 2 , one obtains the average value <Vc TD × Hct > sex = 44 ml corresponding to Vc TD = 110 ml for Hct = 0.4. Note that the subscript sex corresponds to an average over male and female together. This value is to be compared with the morphometric values of Vc found in anatomical studies (Gehr et al., 1978) that are of order 200 ml. The difference is compatible with the known fact that, at rest, only a fraction of the capillary volume is at work. The value predicted from this fit is L CO (P O2 = 100 mmHg) = 32 ml/min/mmHg close to 32.8 ml/min/mmHg given by van der Lee et al. (2006) . If we now use the value of <Vc TD × Hct> sex together with the ratio ␣ CO = 0.018 (Appendix A) in the formula for L CO (Ext.P O 2 = 0), one obtains L CO (Ext.P O 2 = 0) = 42 ml/min/mmHg, where the value determined by Roughton (1959) is 45 ml/min/mmHg. Using Eq. (13), one can predict the DL CO values measured by Borland and Higenbottam (1989) for two different values of alveolar O 2 pressure, 133 mmHg and 488 mmHg. In their paper, only the average over 5 individuals is given (see Fig. 2 ). These values seem to reflect larger <Vc TD × Hct> sex values than those corresponding to Forster et al.'s data. But the difference vanishes once rescaled by Eq. (15) as shown in Fig. 3 . With the above value ı Eq,CO = 1.61 ms and the values of CO (133 mmHg) = 0.67 ms and CO (448 mmHg) = 2.4 ms deduced from Eq. (4), one predicts the ratio L CO (488 mmHg)/ L CO (133 mmHg) = (ı Eq,CO + CO (133 mmHg))/(ı Eq,CO + CO (488 mmHg)) = 0.57. This is to be compared with the Borland and Higenbottam (1989) experimental values DL CO (488 mmHg)/DL CO (133 mmHg) = 19.4/33.7 = 0.58. Kanner and Crapo (1986) also studied DL CO dependence for alveolar O 2 pressure between 80 and 130 mmHg. Although they wrote "the relationship between DL CO and PA O 2 is nonlinear", for the narrow range they use a linear approximation with which they drew from their fit the relation DL CO,corrected = DL CO,measured × (1 + 0.0035(P O 2 -120)). The TD prediction on 1/DL CO writes 1/DL CO,corrected = 1/DL CO,measured × (1 − 0.0031(P O 2 -100)). Due to the strong dispersion in the Kanner and Crapo data it is difficult to discriminate between the (postulated) linear and the TD non-linear behaviour.
A further check of the new approach is the dependence of DL CO on the haematocrit. Experiments by Le Merre et al. (1996) indicate that k CO (measured for different V A ) decrease linearly, in fact, proportionally to the Hb content as a consequence of haemodilution as shown in Table 1 with data reproduced from their paper. In the Experiments by Delclaux et al. (2005) on patients with sickle cell anaemia confirm the relation between DL CO and the haemoglobin blood content. The Delclaux et al. (2005) data are reproduced in Table 2 . As predicted in the new approach, DL CO is found to be proportional to the Hb content for these patients. A practical conclusion is that the codes used to correct for anaemia in standard DL CO measurements are misleading. They should use the fact that DL CO is directly proportional to Hct.
One other aspect of the TD approach is that it gives a natural justification to facts that have been mentioned in the literature (Aguilaniu et al., 2008) as being noteworthy. In this reference one can read "The ratio DM CO /Vc is found to be independent of any covariate", although "TLCO is strongly dependent on anthropometric variables." (data from 303 people). Their values for DM CO and Vc are deduced from the usual RF interpretation. For this reason and for clarity, they are called below DM CO,RF and ÂVc RF . The classical RF equation is written as
Using Eqs. (13) and (14), one obtains
Using again Eq. (14)
Consequently, the Aguilanu et al. observation does not denote a specific physiological property. It is merely an artificial consequence of the use of the RF interpretation. This proportionality was also observed by Glénet et al. (2007) . The same consideration applies to the measure of the same quantities DM CO,RF and Vc RF on idiopathic interstitial pneumonia patients by Wémeau-Stervinou et al. (2012) . In this work, DM CO,RF and Vc RF are also found to be proportional, the effect of the disease changing both quantities in the same manner. This generalizes the validity of the TD interpretation to some pathologic states. The same invariance of the ratio DM CO,RF /Vc RF was recently observed by Taylor et al. (2014) for young and old adults for different exercise levels, confirming the applicability of the TD approach to different levels of exercise. In the same spirit, the results of Femi-Pearse et al. (1970) indicate that the "measured" DM CO , which in the new approach is L CO (Ext.P O 2 = 0), is significantly decreased in the case of anaemia. Even more, in their data the ratio of the so-called DM CO,RF /DL CO (which here is in fact L CO (Ext.P O 2 = 0)/ L CO ) keeps approximately constant between diseased individuals in disagreement with the RF prediction.
From dimensional analysis, ı Eq,CO can be expressed as ı Eq,CO = 2 /D CO where the length is an "effective" barrier thickness, independent of the diffusing species. Using D CO = 3.26 × 10 −5 cm 2 /s (see Appendix A for diffusivity values) and ı Eq,CO = 1.61 ms, one obtains = 2.29 m. One should underline that is different from the harmonic mean of the diffusion barrier that has been determined by detailed morphometric studies to be 1.1 m (Weibel 1973; Gehr et al., 1978; Weibel et al., 1993) . Qualitatively, the value = 2.29 m includes a RBC internal "diffusion length" of order 1 m. This indicates that, on average, CO molecules travel about this distance to be absorbed by Hb molecules. (It is a well-known and general property of diffusion dynamics that the distance covered by diffusion in a time t is of order 2(Dt) 1/2 , https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fick%27s laws of diffusion). Using D CO = 3.26 × 10 −5 cm 2 /s and CO = 0.5 ms, one obtains 2(D CO CO ) 1/2 = 2 m for an order of magnitude of the absorption length.
Results: capture of NO, L NO and DL NO and experiments comparison
The NO reaction time NO is shorter than CO by two order of magnitudes (Sakai et al., 2008) and can then in first approximation be neglected as compared to ı Eq,NO . Indeed, the fact that NO plays an insignificant role, explains why the rate of uptake of NO is observed to be independent of the oxygen partial pressure (Borland Table 2 Results from Delclaux et al. (2005) showing that DLCO is proportional to the haemoglobin content of the blood in contrast with the RF prediction given in MacIntyre et al. (2005) .
Haemoglobin (g/dl) 8.3 ± 0.8 62 ± 6 9.3 ± 1.6 64 ± 11 Measured DLCO (% predicted) 54 ± 6 61 ± 13 Standard prediction based on RF 80 81
and Higenbottam, 1989; Botros et al., 2002) . Then, Eqs. (12) and (13) reformulated for NO, yield
Eq. (21) be independent of the haematocrit for large haematocrit? The reason lies in the short reaction time of NO. In that situation, NO molecules are trapped by Hb molecules near the surface before having the time to diffuse to the bulk of the RBCs. Then, the capture of NO can be considered as a "surface capture" whereas the slower trapping reaction of CO occurs in the bulk of the RBCs. This situation of surface capture has been studied in many papers: Federspiel (1989) , Hsia et al. (1995) and Frank et al. (1997) in which FEM studies have indicated that, for oxygen, the diffusive flux for large Hct was nearly independent of Hct. Roughly speaking, "surface capture" means that the RBCs behave practically as sinks for NO molecules because the diffusion length (see above) during the NO reaction time is of order 2(D NO NO ) 1/2 which is very small. So, the reaction takes place very near the surface. Surface absorption was studied by FEM in Foucquier et al. (2013) where it was also shown that the surface capture is proportional to the Hct for small Hct while for large Hct the capture saturates. On this point, one should recall that there exists a theorem by Makarov (1985) stating that, in diffusion fields, a very convoluted interface does not work uniformly: increasing its irregularity (corresponding to large enough Hct) does not increase the diffusive exchange (Sapoval, 1994) . In this ambiguous situation, we use in the following the working hypothesis that L NO is proportional to Hct, although this statement is approximate. Diffusion times are inversely proportional to the species diffusivity, so that
Some confusion exists regarding the value of D NO /D CO due to the use of Graham's law, which states that diffusivities are inversely proportional to the square root of molecular weight. But, this law does not hold for liquids. It is more appropriate to use the experimental diffusivity values (Appendix A) or D NO /D CO = 1.47. This yields ı Eq,NO = 1.61/1.47 = 1.10 ms. Inserting ı Eq,NO = 1.10 ms in Eq. (21) together with Vc TD × Hct = 44 ml and ␣ NO = 0.041, one predicts L NO = 130 ml/min/mmHg compared to the average value of 144 ml/min/mmHg given by Zavorsky et al. (2008) . (Note that if the value D NO /D CO = 0.97 from Graham's law is used, it gives ı Eq,NO = 1.66 ms and L NO = 86 ml/min/mmHg).
It has been suggested that there could exist an additional resistance due to the RBC membrane (Borland et al., 2010 (Borland et al., , 2014 Vaughn et al., 2000) . In the TD approach, this would correspond to an additional time needed to cross this barrier, increasing the value of ı Eq,NO and decreasing the prediction of L NO even below 130 ml/min/mmHg.
In the new approach the ratio L NO / L CO (Ext.P O 2 = 0) which in the usual RF and Guénard formulation is called DM NO /DM CO is simply equal to ␣ NO D NO /␣ CO D CO . Using the respective partition ratios and diffusivity, one obtains
The comparison between DL CO and DL NO has been the subject of many discussions in the past (e.g. Hughes and van der Lee, 2013; Martinot and Guénard, 2014 (Aguilaniu et al., 2008) , 5 (Zavorsky et al., 2008 ) and 4.3-4.9 (Hughes and van der Lee, 2013) . Also, as we have seen, CO penetrates the bulk of the RBCs as opposed to NO. This may explain why the transformation of ı CO into ı NO through the scaling of diffusivity gives a too large ı NO and, consequently, a somewhat too small ratio L NO / L CO .
It has been explained in the previous section why, as observed by Aguilaniu et al. (2008) , there exists a remarkable proportionality between DM CO and ÂV c,RF . The same authors also reported that the ratio DL NO /DL CO (read L NO / L CO ) was also found to be independent of any covariate. This independence can be also seen in the experiments reported by Zavorsky et al. (2008) . In the TD frame, the reason is that L CO , being bulk absorption, is proportional to Vc TD ×Hct and L NO , being surface absorption, is approximately proportional to Vc TD × Hct. This quantity which depends on individual is cancelled in the ratio. The experimental results given in Fig. 1B of Zavorsky et al. (2008) are particularly striking because they give the L NO / L CO ratio for 130 individuals of both sex and different ages with a remarkably small dispersion.
Discussion and limitations
As mentioned in the Introduction, Roughton and Forster implicitly assumed that the red curve in Fig. 1 was equi-concentration. It is only under that necessary condition that one can define two resistances in series, the membrane and blood resistances, DM and ÂVc. This condition is a general requirement for the Laplacian fields that govern steady state diffusion. But there is no reason why the CO or NO concentrations should be uniform along the RBCs periphery and the same for all RBCs. In that sense, the membrane resistance DM is ill-defined. As a consequence, the morphometric results that postulates this equi-concentration, even if performed with the greatest care, yields an ill-defined quantity. In the TD frame developed here, the equi-concentration condition is not used, and DM does not appear. In such a confusing situation where an ill-defined DM is widely used in the literature, one has to clarify for the future what is really determined by experiments.
What is called an "experimental or measured DM CO " in the literature results from the usual RF extrapolation L CO (Ext.P O 2 = 0) or Fig. 4 . Influence of an increase in the diffusion barrier on LCO or LCO (for spherical blood cells): a moderate increase of the alveolar-capillary thickness will be signalled by a measurable decrease of LCO although respiration at rest would not be modified. See Appendix B to see how ıEq varies with the barrier the thickness. The VO2 dependence is computed from Kang et al. (2015) . through the transformation of L NO into L CO (P O2 = 0) suggested by Guénard et al. (1987) . But in the former case, L CO (Ext.P O 2 = 0) as being extrapolated from L CO (P O 2 ) through Eq. (14) is proportional to Vc TD × Hct as shown by the cancellation leading to Fig. 3 . If there would exist a possibility to measure directly L CO (at P O 2 = 0), there is no reason why the result would be identical to L CO (Ext.P O 2 = 0).
The main limitation of the TD method concerns the validity of the simplification operated in writing Eq. (8). It is difficult to estimate the error introduced by this operation but, as shown above, the results are fully consistent with experiments.
It should be pointed out that the values given for <Vc TD × Hct> sex from the curve fit (black line in Fig. 2) is an average over an unequal number of men and women. As both the components of this product are larger for men than women one cannot use its value as such to deduce Vc for men or women knowing their measured Hct. Also the number of cases analysed here is small. This fit should be made in the future for each sex separately and should be based on a larger number of individuals. And it should be recalled that the accuracy of ı Eq,CO is related to the accuracy of CO depending on the knowledge of chemical kinetics.
In the past it has been suggested that convection in the plasma could play a role in dissolved gas transport. But the convection effects, which concerns only the plasma and not the membrane, are slower than molecular diffusion. For a thickness of 0.5 m, the time for diffusion is of order 10 −4 s. This is much shorter than the time needed for a RBC to travel its size which is of order of 10 −2 s. This was discussed in Foucquier et al. (2013) .
A different type of limitation concerns the validity of the simple scaling used to obtain ı Eq,NO from the experimental value of ı Eq,CO . We have seen that the CO absorption occurs essentially in the volume of RBCs. So in ı Eq,CO there is a contribution of the internal diffusion which is really a time for diffusion before reaction (a more precise discussion will be given in a next theoretical paper). For NO, there is little diffusion before reaction because it reacts very near the RBC periphery. For this reason, the simple scaling used in Eq. (22) leads to a somewhat overestimated value of ı Eq,NO and correspondingly to a somewhat too small value for L NO and L NO / L CO . This could explain why the experimental value L NO / L CO = 5 measured by Zavorsky et al. (2008) is larger than the 4.38 deduced above from simple scaling. This effect has to be studied in the future. And as we have seen above, the precise role of Vc TD × Hct in L NO also has to be discussed in the future.
Also, the problems linked to the very meaning and role of the alveolar volume in the experiments as formulated in particular by Hughes and Pride (2012) have not been studied. Furthermore, heterogeneity of distribution of the ratio of (Vc TD × Hct)/V A has also not been considered either. These issues should be considered in future studies, in particular for CO and NO drug therapies.
Applications
A direct example of application is the use of L CO and L NO as a diagnostic mean of a thickening of the diffusion barrier. Kang et al. (2015) have shown that for oxygen, an increase in the thickness of the alveolar-capillary barrier will not modify the O 2 uptake V O2 until a significant thickness threshold is passed. On the other hand, a similar increase in thickness would increase the access time ı Eq,CO and decrease L CO . An example of increase in ı Eq,CO computed by FEM for spherical RBCs is given in Appendix B. The consequences on L CO and L NO are shown in Fig. 4 where both decrease with the alveolar-capillary barrier thickness. So the measure of L CO and L NO could be indicative of the early development of disease whereas the rapid decrease of V O2 occurs only above a finite threshold.
Of course, other possible causes for a decrease in L CO exist, for example a decrease in Hct. But, it is possible to isolate membrane thickening and to eliminate the effect of Hct by measuring L CO at two different P O2 levels. Taking the ratio of two L CO cancels the common term Vc TD × Hct in Eq. (13) which then brings forth only the ratio (ı Eq,CO + CO )P O 2 /(ı Eq,CO + CO ) 100mmHg . From this ratio, one can obtain ı Eq,CO since we know CO as a function of P O 2 by Eq. (4). A value of ı Eq,CO larger than 1.61 ms would signal an increased thickness of the alveolar-capillary barrier.
Also, the TD approach is based on the evaluation of the capture by a single RBC. If there would exist regional differences between local Vc TD × Hct values and local alveolar volumes, one could sum the different contributions to the time evolution of the gas concentration. In that sense, the TD approach is a bottom-up approach. An illustration is given in the Appendix C. Suppose, for instance, that in some fraction of the lung, the RBCs are "hidden" behind a thickened membrane, how L CO , L NO and their ratio would be modified? And how this would depend on the breath-hold time in that situation of non-exponential response? The answer is illustrated in Fig. 5 which gives the prediction on the dependence of the ratio L NO / L CO for regional membrane thickening. Although obtained for a specific situation, the same type of effects would exist whatever the membrane thickness and the RBCs morphology.
Conclusion and perspectives
This study has introduced a new framework for the interpretation of CO and NO measurements used in standard lung function tests. This new reading grid has allowed for a drastic reduction of the experimental dispersion between individuals as shown in the transformation of the raw data of Fig. 2 to the less dispersed results of Fig. 3 . This could have applications in reducing the size of the cohorts needed to study pulmonary problems.
It has been found and justified that DL CO is proportional to the haematocrit, indicating that the correction codes used in DL CO machines to correct for anaemia are erroneous and should be modified.
The application of this method to the case of a thickening of the diffusion barrier has shown that a decrease of DL CO can constitute an early warning of the existence of disease.
The Roughton and Forster interpretation implies three quantities, the diffusive resistance called 1/DM, the blood conductance called Â and the Vc RF . It has been shown here that the so-called DM and ÂVc RF of the Roughton and Forster interpretation are essentially one and the same so that they do not bring any specific information. In the TD interpretation there exist only two parameters Vc TD × Hct and the diffusion time ı Eq,CO , which for healthy adults is equal to ␦ Eq,CO = 1.61 ms. Then, only one individual parameter remains: Vc TD × Hct which can de deduced from a single DL CO measurement using Eq. (13) with ␣ CO = 0.18, and CO = 0.5 ms for healthy adults:
Note that the average value of Vc TD of 110 ml has been given based on the value of CO of 0.5 ms and a best fit on a limited number of individuals (average over males and females). This relation should be modified with altitude as CO depends on P O 2 (Eq. (4)).
The bottom-up aspect of the TD method has been applied to the prediction of the role of heterogeneous membrane thickening for which double (CO and NO) diffusion should be an important tool. An other perspective is to better understand the role of V/Q heterogeneity on DL CO and DL NO . The decay rates k in two regions with different V A /(Vc × Hct) would be different. They will lead to nonexponential decays with predictable consequences on measured DL CO and DL NO , hence a possible improvement of lung function tests applied to pulmonary pathophysiology.
In the same spirit, being a bottom-up method, as that given by Kang et al. (2015) for oxygen, both these methods could be used simultaneously to yield a new type of predictive tool linking VO 2 to DL CO and DL NO .
Further mathematical developments will be discussed in a next theoretical study.
Appendix A. Physico-chemical parameters governing the scaling relations
Partition ratio of gases to water ␣ (Cotes et al., 2006 . FEM computation of CO diffusion inside a cylindrical capillary towards volume of a spherical RBC whose radius r is 3.6 m. 3D diffusion is computed using an axisymmetric model. Due to symmetry, only a quarter of a longitudinal section of the system is needed. In the case shown, Hct = 40%. Different points in the spherical RBC are selected to investigate the dependence on position. The concentration in the gas Cg at the top of the figure is constant and is set to be equal to 1. An additional thickness h may appear in pathological circumstances like diffuse parenchymal lung diseases (DPLD). Although the Hb molecules occupy about one-third of the RBC volume (Eastwood et al., 2008) , the diffusion coefficient is the same in and out RBC. See Palombo et al. (2013) .
Appendix B. FEM study of gas diffusion to haemoglobin molecules
The question of the diffusion to and inside red blood cells has been the object of considerable attention either through morphometric approaches or through FEM studies of simplified capillary and blood cells geometry (Federspiel, 1989; Frank et al., 1997; Fig . B3 gives the dependence of the diffusion time on the additional thickness h. Curve fitting performed for the position 3 shows that the time is proportional to the 1.56 power of the total barrier thickness. Note that the inside diffusion time remains of order 1.2 ms between the center and top independently of h. Two remarks can be made about these results. First, they are restricted to model spherical RBCs. Second, in the results section, the average experimental distance for real travelling RBCs has been found to be close 2.29 m. The fact that it is larger than the harmonic mean thickness of 1.1 m obtained in morphometric studies (Weibel et al., 1993) indicates that internal diffusion significantly contribute to ı Eq,CO .
Appendix C. Heterogeneous interstitial disease
The TD approach can also be used to analyze the influence of disease heterogeneity on DL CO and DL NO . Consider the case when a fraction F of the respiratory system is normal and the other (1-F) fraction exhibits increased thickness. Assuming that the initial gas concentration C g,0 is uniform in the lung, the total gas concentration C g (t) can be written in terms of the diseased fraction F C g (t) = C g,0 [F × exp (−knt) + (1 − F) × exp (−k d t)] (C.1) where k n and k d are the rate constants for the normal and the thickened parts. Then, for a partially diseased lung the rate of absorption is bi-exponential (multi-exponential for a distributed heterogeneity).
For example, using the data of Appendix B for a 5 m thickening, the respective rate constants are found to be k CO,d = 0.022 s −1 and k NO,d = 0.080 s −1 to be compared to k CO,n = 0.075 s −1 and k NO,n = 0.33 s −1 . The time evolutions of CO and NO absorption can then be deduced from Eq. (C.1). They are shown in Fig. C1 for 0 < F < 1. In such a case, the time evolution of the log of concentration, expressed in the usual log-linear plot, can be mistaken for a single normal exponential. If one uses the standard methodology used in DL CO devices, which postulates that the decay is a single exponential, the apparent DL CO is dependent on the breath-hold time as shown in Fig. C1 . Such non-exponential decay was observed by Forster et al. (1954) using breath-hold times up to 60 s with healthy volunteers. It appeared as a curving up of the log-linear plot of expired CO concentration as a function of time but only above 20-30 s. The curving up is a general property of the type superposition of Eq. (C.1): It is only after that the faster exponential has declined enough that the slower component emerges explaining the curving up. Forster et al. attributed this slowing to gravity driven depression of blood in the upper lung regions of their sitting volunteers. Here, this means a smaller regional Vc TD × Hct. The differences are small for DL CO measured after only 10 s. But the effect would be larger for DL NO because of NO more rapid absorption. This is shown in Fig. C1 bottom. This example suggests that in order to adequately analyse gas capture of a heterogeneous lung one should use DL NO at two different breath-hold times, for example 5 and 10 s. A large difference would be an indication of regional disease. These considerations are permitted by the bottom-up character of the TD approach. Note that in the thickening case, if any of these rates was measured, it could appear to reflect a smaller Vc TD × Hct which would be erroneous. Fig. 5 in the text shows the predicted behaviour of the ratio L NO / L CO as a function of F. 
